Abstract-Using an offline cross-correlation technique, we have analyzed the noise behavior of a new type of optical frequency comb (OFC), which is carrier envelope offset (CEO) free by configuration, due to difference frequency generation. In order to evaluate the instrument's ultimate noise floor, the phase and amplitude noise of a stabilized OFC are measured simultaneously using two analog-to-digital converters. Carrier recovery and phase detection are done by post-processing, eliminating the need for external phase-locked loops and complex calibration techniques. In order to adapt the measurement noise floor and the number of averages used in cross correlation, an adaptive frequency resolution for noise measurement is applied. Phase noise results are in excellent agreement with measurements of the fluctuations of the repetition frequency of the OFC obtained from optical signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL frequency combs (OFCs) find a multitude of applications in different scientific and engineering domains. One of the prime applications of OFCs is optical frequency measurement where an OFC, thanks to its large frequency span, behaves as a ruler to measure frequency differences [1] , [2] . Frequency combs that emit at telecommunication wavelengths are especially attractive for microwavephotonics and radio-over-fibre communication systems in order to generate millimetre wave and low-phase-noise carriers which can hugely increase communication data rates [3] , [4] . Recently, offset-free OFCs have been introduced in which the carrier-envelope offset (CEO) frequency, f 0 , cancels out in a non-linear process of difference frequency generation (DFG) [5] , [6] , [7] . Ultimate performances on all OFC modes can be reached by locking the OFC to an ultra-stable frequency reference [8] by means of a single parameter, the repetition frequency f rep . Because of the practical importance of OFCs for the mentioned applications, the characterization of noise in OFC lasers has received considerable attention. There are many techniques in both RF and optical domains for measuring the phase and amplitude noise of OFCs. Traditionally, phase noise measurements are made by analogue techniques [9] , [10] , [11] . Recently new approaches based on digital measurements have attracted many attentions. For example, in [12] , the authors present an accurate phase-noise measurement technique based on sampling and post-processing which is able to separate amplitude and phase noise measurements. However, when the phase noise of the device under test (DUT) is much lower than the one of the measurement device, the measure is limited by the measurement device noise. This impact can be removed by implementing a cross-correlation technique [13] , [14] . In [15] , a real-time direct digital phase noise measurement device based on cross correlation is developed. This set-up uses two analog-to-digital converters (ADC) in order to sample signal from the DUT, and then measures phase noise by using a digital phase detector and applying cross correlation via a FPGA processor.
In this paper, a noise detection and cross-correlation technique is presented to measure the amplitude and phase noise of a stabilized OFC using only two ADCs. The described method has been implemented completely offline. Comparing this technique to the real-time analog techniques, there is no need of phase-locked loops and phase detectors at the inputs since the phase and amplitude detection are performed by post-processing. Other advantages of this technique can be mentioned as follows: the oscillator noise can be compared at different frequencies, amplitude and phase noise can be measured simultaneously and the cost of this cross correlator is largely inferior to commercial devices. The measured results are compared with the direct optical evaluation presented in [6] and a very good agreement is found.
II. SET-UP SCHEME AND PRELIMINARY TESTS A. Configuration of the cross-correlation Figure 1 presents the schematic diagram of the measurement set-up. In this diagram, the output signal of the DUT is divided into two parts and after passing through anti-harmonics and anti-aliasing filters (LPF1 and LPF2), each part is sampled using an ADC. Both ADCs used in this set-up are independent and they work using different clocks. After sampling, a complete post-processing approach is used to detect the phase noise of the DUT using an I/Q phase detector and cross correlation technique. These processes are presented in arXiv:1611.09715v1 [physics.ins-det] 28 Nov 2016 the dashed box in Fig. 1 . In the first step, the quadrature component of the sampled signal is determined using the Hilbert transfer function (HT). Then, knowing the in-phase and quadrature components, the phase of the sampled signal (φ 1 and φ 2 ) can be determined by using unwrapped arctangent function. In the next step, the carrier frequency is removed from the detected phase whose general expression is
where f c is the carrier frequency and ϕ(t) is the detected phase noise.
We need to mention that since the detected phase using the I/Q detector in the previous step is unwrapped, its value contains the angular frequency multiplied by time values (see Eq. 1). Thus, considering that the carrier frequency is much higher than the frequency fluctuations, one can find the exact value of the carrier frequency utilizing a linear polynomial curve fitting technique.
After determining f c and removing the term 2πf c t, one can extract the phase noise value, ϕ(t), from Eq.(1). The cross correlation technique is applied in the next step to reduce the noise floor of the measurement system.
Additionally, the amplitude noise (t) can be measured using an envelope detector based on in-phase and quadrature components as follow:
where I and Q are the in-phase and quadrature components and A is the mean amplitude of the signal.
B. Simulation and calibration
Prior to measurements on the OFC, a simulation is performed in order to verify the accuracy of phase and amplitude detectors used in the cross correlation technique. To check the phase noise detector, a sine function signal is corrupted with phase and amplitude noise and by using the phase and amplitude detectors the power spectral density (PSD) of the detected noise and the injected noise are compared. The phase noise is generated by integrating a white noise signal giving a slope of the PSD of phase noise at -20 dB per decade which presents the impact of 1/f noise. The amplitude noise is considered to be white Gaussian noise. Figure 2 illustrates the PSD of the injected phase noise (black bold curve) and the detected phase noise (gray dashed curve) and the PSD of the injected (black dash curve) and detected (dashed dot curve) amplitude noise. As can be seen, the noise detected by the described measurement set-up and the injected noise are identical, which confirms the accuracy of the phase and amplitude detectors. This simulation permits us to calibrate the phase and amplitude noise detectors.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The block diagram of the experimental set-up of the measurement system is presented in Fig. 3 . Passive mode-locking [16] of an Erbium fiber laser at 1550 nm generates femtosecond pulses which are the basis of the OFC. After spectral broadening in a photonic crystal fiber [17] and DFG [5] , [6] , [7] , which both preserve the phase relationship between all modes, a super-continuum light spanning from 1450 nm to 1625 nm is obtained. It is composed by equally spaced modes separated by the repetition frequency f rep without offset frequency, mode N has a frequency f N = N ×f rep . Other phasecoherent processes, allow to access the wavelengths used in our set-up designed for precision spectroscopy of trapped Ca + -ions [18] . For long-term stability, the tenth harmonics of the repetition frequency 10f rep at 800 MHz, filtered by a band-pass filter (BPF1), is phase-locked to a low-noise crystal oscillator referenced to GPS (Global positioning system). Corrections of the servo system are applied to the piezoelectric element of the OFC laser after applying proportional control gain (K p ).
To investigate f rep noise in a cross-correlation method, one needs to detect f rep with two fully uncorrelated experimental benches. We use two photodiodes at 794 nm and 866 nm, to detect the OFC signal via 3-meter long singlemode, polarization maintaining fibers which are shorter than the coherence length of the signal. Each mode beats with all its neighbors, and therefore each photodiode signal is composed of a fundamental beat at 80 MHz and harmonics. After bandpass filtering (BPF2 and BPF3 in Fig.3 ) a beat note is obtained at f rep =80 MHz exhibiting a 40 dB signal to noise ratio. In the next step, the two signals are frequency down-converted to lower frequencies (250 Hz) in order to be sampled by two analog to digital converters (ADC). The local oscillators (LO1 and LO2) are two independent signal generators (HP 8657A and Marconi 2022C) and the ADCs are two National Instrument acquisition cards (16 bit, 2 Msps) driven by two different clock signals. After signal acquisition, a complete off-line post-processing cross-correlation analysis is applied to eliminate all non-common noises (PD, LO, down-conversion, ADC noises) which reduces the noise floor of the measurement and allows to determine the phase noise of the repetition frequency f rep .
In order to verify the accuracy of the measurement results, the PSD of the phase noise of the repetition frequency is deduced from a phase noise measurement directly in the optical domain. The block diagram of the set-up is depicted in Fig. 4 and the results are compared with those of the crosscorrelation technique (See Fig. 5 ). The optical measurement is performed utilizing an ultra-stable frequency Titaniumsapphire (Ti:Sa) laser as a reference. The frequency of the laser is stabilized using an ultra low expansion (ULE) cavity and applying Pound-Drever-Hall technique. This laser has a linewidth of 2 Hz (measured at resolution frequency of 1 Hz) and a frequency stability of better than 2.10 −14 at 1 second. In the optical measurement technique, we record the beat note signal between the reference laser signal at 729 nm and the nearest optical mode of the CEO free OFC at f 729nm (f 729nm = N 729nm × f rep , N 729nm = 5137500). This beat-note is filtered using BPF4 (around 48 MHz) and then sampled using a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) in order to measure the PSD of its phase noise. Since its phase noise is N 729nm times higher than that of the repetition frequency and so its PSD is N 2 729nm times the PSD of the repetition frequency, as it is shown and proved in [6] for the same type of OFC, the PSD of the beat note can be measured directly. For comparison to the cross-correlation data, this measured PSD is then mathematically divided by N 2 729nm .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PSD of the phase and amplitude noise of the repetition frequency f rep of the OFC under test is presented in Fig.  5 . Curve (A) shows the phase noise PSD measured by the direct optical measurement technique. The curves (C) and (B) present the PSD of the measured phase noise for two different frequency resolutions and different number of averages used in cross correlation analysis. For the curve (C), since the phase-noise values are higher for the offset frequencies close to the carrier (below 10 kHz), a lower number of averages (2 × 10 5 ) is sufficient to measure the real phase-noise value, the frequency resolution is then 150 Hz. In contrary, since the phase-noise values for the offset frequencies higher than 10 kHz are much lower than those of frequencies closer to zero Hz, the number of averages needs to be increased to 5 × 10 6 in order to reach the phase noise values of repetition frequency. The resolution is then 5 kHz. The problem that arises when using a higher number of averages is that the frequency resolution will be less due to the finite number of samples. It appears that an adaptation of the number of averages as a function of the noise frequency range is essential. As can be seen, the PSDs obtained from the cross correlation technique and the indirect measurement result are identical for offset frequencies higher than 1 kHz. Phase noise value of -157 dB rad 2 /Hz is measured at 10 kHz. The differences below 1 kHz are a consequence of harmonics of the carrier signal (250 Hz) at 500 Hz, 750 Hz and 1 kHz in the cross correlation measurement chain which originate from the frequency down conversion and ADC sampling process. Curve (D) presents the PSD of the amplitude noise measured using the cross correlation technique. The impact of the harmonics can be seen on this curve, too. The amplitude noise values for the In order to illustrate the correlation between the amplitude and phase noise a coherence function is calculated using the following equation [19] :
where γ 2 is a normalized parameter such that the values 1 and 0 mean perfect and no correlation, respectively. In this equation, S (f ), S φ (f ), and S φ (f ), are the PSDs of the amplitude noise, phase noise and the cross spectral density between the amplitude and phase noise, respectively.
The coherence function result is presented in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, there is no significant coherence between the phase and amplitude noise for frequencies higher than 1 kHz. This lack of coherence confirms that the amplitude noise has no impact on the phase noise due to its very low level. On the contrary, relatively large peaks can be found at harmonics of 250 Hz. The strong coherence at these frequencies confirms that these harmonics on amplitude and phase noise have the same origin, as has been observed on Fig. 5 for both curves (C) and (D). Since these harmonics are missing in the optical measurement results, there is evidence that they are artifacts due to the frequency down-conversion and sampling process in the cross-correlation chain.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a complete offline cross-correlation phase and amplitude noise measurement technique is presented to characterize a CEO free optical frequency comb. The output signal of the device under test is sampled by standard data acquisition cards and all the measurement processes such as phase detection, amplitude detection, and cross correlation are performed by post processing. The cost and complexity of the proposed technique are lighter compared to commercial digital and analog techniques. The accuracy of the measurement results is verified using an optical measurement technique and a very good agreement between the results is observed. Cross correlation analysis is also applied to observe the coherence between the amplitude and phase noise measurements, showing a high degree of independence for frequencies higher than 1 kHz.
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